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The October meeting will be held at the normal date, namely the second Monday of the month which in
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Guest Speaker:  Grant from Lidgard Sails. Should you be planning on checking out your sails or have some
questions relating to sail maintenance, then this is your opportunity for some free advice.
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A note from your editor

Tom Miller has become quite prolific and we have two articles from him
in this issue. Both of them thoughtful and with good advice. Especially
his slightly tongue in cheek “Boat show diagnostics”. Please keep it up
Tom, else it’s more junk articles!

Our annual dinner while attracting somewhat fewer attendees was rather
good. Our guest speaker, Kerry Howe (Emeritus Professor) - Author of
"To the Islands" a book about the Hauraki Gulf, gave a rather good talk on
his subject - “In the eye of the beholder - how to see the Hauraki Gulf
differently”. The talk was doubly interesting as we all sail there.

This  month  Karin  and  Jim  Lott  continue  their  adventures  in  the
Mediterranean and your editor reports on the Mid Winter Junket that was
held in Pukapuka Inlet, Mahurangi Harbour..

My dear readers my monthly plea (which I’m glad to say has got some response … at last!)... please, please
submit your stories and articles. Be like Tom Miller and write! We all have stories to tell, they do not have to
be tales of daring do in the southern ocean or extensive cruises to Fiji or the Caribbean Islands, even an
afternoons pottering around the backwaters of Auckland will provide many an entertaining story. So please,
don't be shy else you are at risk of a continuing diet of junk rig and junk related articles. I don’t believe that
your lives are so boring so as to be totally bereft of any tales to tell.

You can send anything for publication direct to me. Email is paul@bathroomdirect.co.nz

Forward from our President

We are moving forward with our HOSTING VISITING YACHTS this Spring.
We shall  start  by  putting  a  WELCOME on our  web site  and  by advertising
through appropriate channels.

Committee has decided upon Saturday 5 Nov as the date for our Kowhai Cruise
this year.  The Saturdays during October have wrong tide timing for us this year
and clashes with other events.  I suppose the kowhai trees will be dropping their
flowers by then but it may be fun watching the fireworks.   Low tide 0.8m at
1754hr NZDT.
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For our next meeting on 10 October at Richmond Yacht club we are to have as guest speak Grant from
Lidgard Sails.   If  you are planning on checking out your  sails  or have some questions  relating to sail
maintenance, then this is your opportunity for some free advice.

Because our previous meeting was our annual dinner, this October 10 meeting is the first opportunity you
have had for several months to check out the new books we have in our library. Enjoy the browse.

President Bob

Our own sailing cat - Latest!

Your editor and more to the point his cat Skatty have owing to the vagrancies of the Internet have lately
come to the attention of the media and as result have enjoyed some fame and notoriety. 

We  had  a  TV  appearance  which  can  still  be  viewed  on  the  Internet  here
http://www.newshub.co.nz/tvshows/story/deaf-kiwi-to-sail-world-with-cats-help-2016082319  # and  then
another Internet article appeared here:  http://www.ybw.com/features/skatty-cat-ears-at-sea-deaf-sailor-paul-
thompson-41800. The YBW website is quite interesting and well worth spending a bit of time browsing the
articles.

Skatty is now 9 months and he spends a lot of time practising his rope skills as any sailor should!
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Boat show diagnostics

Along with any number of other recreational boaties I attended the mid year boat show to view the latest
gear on display. In fact there was not a great deal there for yachties but the developments in electronic
equipment were of interest and worth the visit. After a lunch that consisted of a pie and a pint of beer it was
time for a comfort stop at one of the toilets . The urinals were in demand but after a short wait my turn
arrived and I was able to relieve the pressure. As I zipped up the guy next to me offered the comment  “You
have got a good flow there mate. You are lucky”. Of course I thanked him profusely for the complement and
as we walked out I asked him whether he was there for the show or to observe visitors urine flow rate. His
reply was  “ Well a bit of both”. He explained that a year ago he was at the boat show having a pee when the
fellow next to him at the urinal pointed out that he had a very poor urine flow and advised him to have a
medical check up, which he did. The outcome was a diagnosis of advanced prostate cancer that responded
well to surgery. He was now in full remission and felt a responsibility to pass the experience on to others.

I did not give the incident further thought until a few weeks ago when an article appeared in New Scientist
that was attributed to a researcher who had recently been awarded the Ig- Nobel prize . His research reported
on the time it takes for an adult male to empty their bladder  ie urine flow rate. After collating the data from
several hundred urinations he came up with an   average figure of 20 seconds. This figure, together with my
boat show pals episode  with his urinal diagnosis and cancer scare, suggested that the bladder relief time for
an adult male might be a useful DIY screening test for prostate health. Regular personal measurements have
confirmed the 20 second figure but extra time needs to be allowed to accommodate an early morning event
after overnight accumulation. So there you go.....get out the stop watch and check out your performance.
Remember that 20 seconds was the average figure and there would have been considerable variation within
the group. Also note there are a number of explanations for a reduced urine flow that are not all bad news.
See you at the next boat show. 

Cheers. 
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From Marble Mountains to Mozart

Mistral after mistral brought
storm force northerly winds
from  France  into  the
Mediterranean  as  we
watched  the  weather
forecasts  and waited.  There
are worse places to wait than
Mallorca.  Was  the  mistral
really  as  bad  as  described?
Later  we  heard  about  a
robust  French  yacht  that
departed  from  near
Marseilles during the stormy
weather  and  has  not  been
seen  since.  During  three
days  of  motor-sailing  with
little  wind,  we admired  the
snowy  Pyrenees  and  the

bright lights of Monaco passing by on our way to anchor near La Spezia in Italy, six days behind the
schedule we planned months before. 

Waiting for us was a Cruising Association host who was storing for us many volumes of much needed books
and charts  of  the Mediterranean.  We have often been looked after  by hosts  who welcome fellow club
members when they visit. Valerio and Wendy helped us to negotiate Italian bureaucracy then drove us to
various shops for much needed supplies. A day or two before they departed to go sailing in Greece they had
us to dinner in their magnificent restored villa in the Tuscan mountains where we learned much about Italy
and sailing in the Med.

We gazed at the white shining Apuan Alps a few kilometres inland from our marina. What looked like snow
was actually marble and we hired a guide to take us for a look. No other tourists were to be seen as the
rugged army-style land rover slowly bounced its way 1000 metres up into the clouds along miles of winding
rough roads as we headed towards the quarry where Michelangelo came centuries ago to select the very best
white marble for his sculptures. Multi-storey sized blocks are hewn from the mountains using a chainsaw-
like machine with diamond teeth and a blade several metres long. Diamond studded wires then reduce the
blocks to 20-ton slabs that are trucked to the port at Carrara where “Victoria” was moored. The port’s only
cargo is marble – millions of tons are exported annually.
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Ownership of the mountains has remained in the same families for centuries. There are many hues but the
pure white fetches very high prices indeed. Many businesses in the area make products for tourists and we
watched as a computer controlled milling machine fettled away producing a statue for a client. It was an
exact replica of Michelangelo’s “David” hewn from identical white marble. For about NZ$800,000 we could
have one too. 

With a train station not far away, we took the opportunity to visit the walled town of Lucca where we
learned about centuries of skirmishes between warlords. The pleasant town takes great pride in its famous
musical son, Puccini. We have always liked Italian food and we were not disappointed, and the prices were
reasonable. Karin’s birthday took us to Pisa along with several thousand other tourists. We were surprised to
find much more than the teetering tower. The piazza with the cathedral and baptistery all in white marble
impressed just as much.

In the sheltered waters of La Spezia harbour, the lovely anchorage at Le Grazie gave us the opportunity to
visit a group of villages perched along the coast just to the north. Walking the Cinque Terra had long been
one of Karin’s goals, so we joined the chattering crowd on the train heading for the coast. Each day the
picturesque villages are overtaken by endless columns of visitors, many from tour ships. Even so, it was an
enjoyable hike with great views.

Napoleon was imprisoned on the island of Elba, a day sail to the south. We anchored for a few days and
wandered the ancient streets and lanes of the lovely island. The fine natural harbour was always choppy
from continuous ferries bringing tourists from the mainland. It was still May and we were assured that in the
summer it became really busy. The climate is very pleasant all year and the ‘emperor’ had made a great plea-
bargain to be able to enjoy his incarceration on the island with his servants and a big house with its gardens
and splendid view.

The  mountains  of  Tuscany
were replaced by flat  plains
as  we  headed  south  to  a
small  island  called  Giglio.
We had read that it is off the
beaten  track  for  visiting
tourists.  From  miles  out  to
sea we could see a gigantic
floating  crane  with  a
somewhat  familiar  look.
Several  barges  and  work
boats  with divers  came and
went  and  we  guessed  they
could  be  starting to  build a
new  breakwater  or
something.  Anchoring  was
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forbidden in the designated anchorage so we followed a ferry into the harbour packed with boats to find a
berth against a stone wall.  The harbour is so small that the ferry has to reverse out. Our long suffering
fenders were in for another beating as we stayed for 3 nights at a place where the traditional Italian way of
life has been carefully  preserved. The only concession has been allowing some waterfront buildings to
become cafes and restaurants with tables outside.

The community on Giglio is  like a family with everyone knowing each other’s business. We wandered
around and looked up at the walls of the mighty castle on the top of a hill. The road climbed steeply and a
bus ground its way up the incline in the hot sun. Inside the castle are countless narrow alleys, lanes and steps
with numerous doorways to apartments where many of the island’s residents live. We soon became lost in
the maze but the path back to the harbour was well signposted. The track was a bit overgrown and grassy in
places and about halfway down Karin told me that she had read to be careful of the snakes which live in the
undergrowth. Comparing my scanty sandals with the sensible tramping shoes she had remembered to wear
made me thoughtful.

We learned that few tourists from outside Italy visit, but Giglio overflows in July and August with locals
from Rome, which is not far away. A chance remark by a sailor from another boat reminded me what was
familiar about the crane just outside the harbour entrance. 

Four years ago in calm weather in
the  late  evening,  a  cruise  ship,
“Costa Concordia” grounded on a
rock  just  outside  the  entrance  to
the  harbour  while  attempting  a
close  cruise  past  to  show  off  to
crew  members’  friends  ashore.
She floated  off  and came ashore
again, capsizing about 200 metres
from  the  harbour  entrance  with
her  funnel  almost  touching  the
land. Shortly after grounding, the
master  ordered  dinner  to  be
brought to his cabin where he was
with a young lady described as an
un-paying  passenger.  As  the  list
increased,  the  call  came  to

abandon ship. The memorial to the 32 who died stands on the breakwater near where we moored. 

At his trial, Captain Shetinno described how he ‘accidentally fell’ into a lifeboat while many passengers and
crew were still on board the ship. An appeal court recently upheld his conviction and sentence of 16 years in
prison. It was not his first mishap as a master.
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Italy’s  embarrassment  at  such  an  incident  with  a  master  nicknamed  “Captain  Chicken”  prompted  a
remarkable engineering feat. A steel cradle was erected on the seabed and using ballast tanks, the huge
crane,  and moorings,  the 114,000 ton ship was rolled upright  at  a  cost  of  a  billion euros before being
refloated and taken away and scrapped. Once the clean-up of the sea bed is finished, anchoring will again be
possible.

At  long  last  we  had  wonderful  sailing
from the remnants of a westerly gale as
we  headed  towards  Rome.  The  swell
breaking right across the narrow entrance
to the spacious marina looked worse than
it was, but we were able to relax having
booked  in  for  a  month.  We had  a  few
days  to  explore  Rome  before  heading
inland  to  explore  Europe  by  train  for
three weeks.

The  mighty  Colosseum  rightly  attracts
hoards of visitors, as do the ancient ruins
in the city as old as time. It took a day or
two to find our way around on the buses

and subway but the costs of transport are minimal. Just a couple of dollars took us from the marina at Ostia
on the coast to anywhere we wanted to go in Rome, about 20km away. 

A day at  the  Vatican was something of  an anticlimax.  Far  too  many people and being rushed through
detracted from the superb buildings and paintings. We had become used to fine food and wine at reasonable
cost so a small beer costing $25 and the very high cost of entry to the Vatican contrasted starkly with our
visit to the ruins of an ancient city named Ostia Antica, just a short bus trip from our marina. 

Ostia, a smaller sister to Rome, developed from a port and was situated at the entrance to the River Tiber. It
housed many industries, had its own arena and was forgotten under the sand and silt for centuries. It dates
from about 500BC and some describe it as more interesting than Pompeii. We wandered for hours along the
ancient streets and stone buildings still being excavated by archaeologists with hardly a tourist in site. 

We see many coastal cities and towns but rarely do we get inland. Andy and Jess were coming to Prague for
a week where Jess had a conference, so armed with our Eurail pass, we headed north. We repeatedly got lost
in the narrow winding lanes in Venice, that remarkable city of beautiful buildings sitting in a swamp. Many
buildings have ‘ground’ floors that are regularly awash as the sea creeps up, or perhaps the buildings are
creeping down under the weight of all the tourists.

Our land voyage wound through magnificent mountain scenery to central Austria and the cultural heart of
Europe. Landscapes rather than seascapes are something Karin has always enjoyed. A few days in Vienna
with its unsurpassed architecture added to our scanty knowledge of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Then it
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was on to Salzburg, Mozart’s home for many years. The house where he was born is now an excellent
museum displaying many musical instruments he owned, original compositions and letters. From the time he
played the piano for royalty aged six, he lived for just 29 years. 

The number of works he wrote during those years is truly astonishing, but then we learned that he travelled
widely in Europe. Roads were rough and he complained of the jarring discomfort from sitting for days in a
horse drawn coach. His journeys are well documented and given the slow pace of travel, he spent over ten
years of his short life on the road. While alive he earned plenty of money, but he spent even more. No doubt
he would be surprised to learn that today ‘brand Mozart’ is worth billions of Euros per year.

Salzburg  is  a  delight  with  so
many  splendid  buildings,  its
heritage  and  its  musical  culture.
Many  names  that  feature  in
history lived there at some time.
Attending  a  piano  and  cello
concert in a historic chapel was a
lovely  evening  in  a  setting
steeped in tradition. 

A  slow  train  along  the  scenic
route  through  the  mountains
reminded us of the NZ west coast
passes.  Wandering  beside  the
river  at  Innsbruck  swollen  with
snow melt, hiking through woods
and  around  small  alpine  lakes
along  with  the  friendly  people

and calm efficiency endeared us to Austria.

Munich was more robust. It was the one place we would not like to drive. Even walking was a challenge.
Cars, buses, then trams that don’t slow for anything are all mixed up with cyclists who stoutly defend their
rights to their lanes. When the green pedestrian crossing lights turn red, the traffic lights turn green within a
second. But the Bavarian beer, the villages with stone and wooden buildings that go back hundreds of years
and the modern engineering all add to the vitality of the country that leads Europe.

It is always a great pleasure to catch up with family and five days in Prague with Andy and Jess allowed us
time to learn more European history and explore more castles, much to Karin’s delight. Costs in the Czech
Republic  are  much  lower  than  the  other  places  we  visited  so  we  enjoyed  marvellous  food in  the  top
restaurants as well as a dinner concert with a fine string quartet.  

“Victoria” was ready and waiting for us when we arrived back in Rome. We had southern Italy and Greece
to look forward to, along with clear water and tropical temperatures. 
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Fridge free cruising cuisine

What are your requirements for a successful cruising holiday??? Top of the list has to be the weather. The
demeanour of the company onboard plays a major role and then, of course, there is the food. For some
reason  the  meals  served  up  by  the  onboard  chef  assume a  new relevance  compared  with  the  general
indifference with which they are treated at home. I am not a cook and can rarely found in the domestic
galley. Nonetheless I have always appreciated that a perfect day on the water needs a appetizing meal to top
off the occasion. Conversely a dreadful meal will probably stay in the memory longer than a perfect day.
Fantasy, my 10 meter traditional sloop, has a very basic galley based around a supply of fresh water and a
two burner, kerosene fueled, primus stove. Along with the usual galley hardware that's it....no refrigeration,
no oven and no grill. Despite these restrictions I eat really well and have wined and dined many sailing
acquaintances onboard over the years. 

The lack of cooking experience and onboard galley "necessities" has been compensated for by a dedicated
interest in collecting recipes that look interesting and tasty can be prepared by a novice chef using a stove
top and shelf stable ingredients ie those that do not need to be refrigerated. As a result , literally hundreds of
recipies together with over 30 books have been filed away and are now waiting assessment. Many of the
recipes have been put to the tasting panel and have scored high marks. The plan is to share some of these
with you, the fridge-less, oven deprived and grill deficient recreational boater. The meals will be based on a
selection of shelf stable products available on the supermarket shelves and in the stores of importers catering
for a wide variety of customary ethnic dishes. These products have revolutionised our eating habits and
made the preparation of flavoursome and healthy meals on-board a breeze. Recent additions include several
canned chicken products and these, together with other meat and fish preparations ,mean that there are few
items that are normally kept frozen or refrigerated that cannot be found as a shelf stable equivalent. 

Many vegetables also stay fresh if stored in a net in a ventilated and cool area of the boat. Onions, potatoes,
carrots, pumpkin, green tomatoes and green bananas come to mind. Farm eggs, waxed and sealed, cheeses,
apples and oranges are further examples of items that store well and will see you through the first week.
Long life milk, soy milk and reconstituted milk powder are more than adequate substitutes for the standard
product.  The recipes have been designed to cater for two people but can readily be scaled to suit crew
numbers. In the absence of refrigeration a good quality chilly bin, stacked with frozen coolant extenders
such  as  thermal  ice,  can  keep  frozen  items  cold  for  the  first  two  or  three  days  of  the  cruise.  The
accompanying recipe is for chicken-potato cakes on mushrooms and should suit a crew of two.
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Chicken- potato cakes on mushrooms
Two washed potatoes or red kumara

One onion

One egg

Four large mushrooms

Four slices of bacon

Olive oil

Mixed dried herbs

One 160 g tin of shredded chicken

One tin of chilli beans in sauce

(1) Cook the potatoes or Kumara until tender. Mash to a smooth finish.

(2) Dice the onion into smallish pieces.

(3) Cut the bacon into bite sized pieces.

(4) Pre cook the onion, bacon and chicken in a pan using olive oil and set to one side.

(5) Cook the mushrooms in a pan in olive oil using a wide spatula to flatten the mushrooms.

(6) Add the chicken, onion, egg and herbs to the mashed potato and mix well to combine.

(7) Form into neat patties using a cooking ring if available.

(8) Heat the olive oil in a pan and cook the patties for 3 to 4 minutes on each side until golden.

(9) Position the pattie on top of the mushrooms followed by the bacon and heat through in a pan, oven or
quicksie iron.

(10) While the patties are being heated empty the tin of chilli beans into a pot and heat with stirring.

To Serve. Use a spatula to transfer the patties to a plate and surround with the chilli beans.

Tuck in.
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Mid Winter Junket

This  years  junket  was  a  wee  bit
different  in  that  attendees  arrived
in all manner of conveyances! By
plane, car, rubber duck, canoe and
even  an  electric  powered  "Gin
Palace"  but  whatever  the  manner
of their arrival, all of us had a love
of  junks  and  a  strong  desire  to
enjoy  each  others  company  and
talk shop. As usual, it took a bit of
motivation to be able to attend, as
if  you  came  by  boat  you  had
inclement  weather  to  deal  with.
Others like Bryn and Lynde had to
come a long way (they flew from
Christchurch) and yet another like
David  Thatcher  and  family  just
had  to  roll  out  of  bed  and  they
were there! To everyone who made
the effort to attend, I thank you. I

loved that you all came and no matter how long or short your visit was, all of you helped to make it another
successful MWJ. 

Skatty and I arrived at Pukapuka Inlet late Sunday afternoon the weekend before the junket was due to start.
It was not our intent to arrive quite so early but a good weather window arrived and we took the opportunity.
In winter it does not pay to let a favourable breeze pass one by. We had a lovely sail in 6 to 12 kts of wind
that started out as a broad reach and slowly moved ahead of us so that by the time we were approaching
Mahurangi Harbour we were beating. We managed to carry the same gybe/tack all the way from Auckland...
perfect sailing for a lazy sailor... not that tacking or gybing is hard work with a junk.

Monday  and  Tuesday  are  work  days  for  me  but  when  your  office  is  in  the  beautiful  surroundings  of
Mahurangi Regional Park, even work can be enjoyable. Come Thursday, the first of the valiant sailors who
choice to actually sail to the junket arrived. First to arrive was Martin who is now the proud owner of David
Tyler”s Tystie. Shortly afterwards Mike arrived onboard Vitamin D his solar powered launch. Mike is a
junkie who somehow got confused and landed up with an electric launch rather than a junk! It's not clear
exactly how he managed that feat but the space sure was welcome as Mike offered his launch as "party
central" for the duration of the junket. An offer which every attendee was glad to accept. Shortly after Mike
dropped anchor, Marcus sailed in with Sweet Thursday and all the junks that were to attend were present and
the 3rd Mid Winter Junket could begin.

No sooner had Marcus arrived than dinghy's were in the water and a bee line made for LC and the first get
together of the junket. A reasonable quantity of beer was consumed as we all caught up with each others
news and discussed our respective voyages to get here etc. It was also decided that we'd take the two junks
for a sail/race the next morning. Later that afternoon when hunger pangs began to set in, Mike suddenly
remembered that he had a freshly caught snapper awaiting him onboard Vitamin D (he'd even brought a
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piece for Skatty) and so head spinning with a combination of junk rig and alcohol overload he rowed off for
his dinner. That was the signal for all of us and shortly afterwards Martin departed for Tystie as well. Marcus
invited me to dinner on aboard Sweet Thursday which was happily accepted as we had a bit of catching up
to do.

An hour and a half or so later while sharing diner with Marcus, we
received an invite to attend Martin onboard Tystie for after diner drinks
and  most  importantly  to  agree  to  the  various  and  arcane  rules  and
regulations for "The Race". 

In due course we were aboard Tystie and helping Martin lighten Tystie
for the morrow by drinking as much of his rum as possible. The rules
for the race were much discussed things were agreed to and disagreed
to but truth to say, nobody really remembered what it was all about the
next day. Not that it mattered, as we on board LC (Mike and myself,
Marcus sailed with Martin) were to discover!  As Martin has a way of

making up  and amending rules on the fly. Amendments that always somehow seemed to favour Tystie!

Friday morning at the agreed hour (1000h) both junks got underway. We had agreed the day before that we'd
motor out as the the channel was narrow and to the windward and no one wanted to risk going aground.  So
we got underway, Marcus hauling up the sails onboard Tystie as Martin helmed. Onboard LC, we motored
until completely out of the channel before starting to raise sail as Mike had no actual experience with the
junk  rig  and being keenly  interested,  he  wanted  to  be  involved.  We raised  the  sails  together  with  me
explaining as we went.

It had been agreed that when ready, the boats would close up together and on the agreed signal, we'd start
racing. However somehow the crew of Tystie had forgotten about this small nicety and when the sails were
raised and rope ends tidied aboard LC, Tystie was a good 300M ahead and was not hanging around. No good
crying, the good crew of LC got going... we had to teach this boy a lesson.

Conditions were perfect for LC as she sails like the proverbial witch in 6 to 10 kts of wind, which is mostly
what we got. Although you could not really see it at first and we onboard LC doubted it our selves, LC got
down to the task and ever so slowly, began to haul Tystie in. At first it appeared that Tystie was holding her
own but to our great pleasure that was not so, after every tack, that black transom was a tiny bit closer. By
the time we got to Saddle Island (the extreme windward mark) LC had Tystie firmly in her sights. Round the
Island we went, beat changing to close reach, reach, broad reach and finally a run. Every change of course
bringing that elusive black transom a little closer.

Finally on the run LC really started closing up. We steered carefully so as to
steal as much of Tystie’s wind as possible so as to quicken our approach
and hopefully our passing. Pretty soon the boats were with in 10M of each
other, then it  was  5M then 1M and we were  edging past.  At  this  point
Martin suddenly woke up to realise that Tystie’s board was still down and
he made hast  to  raise  it.  All  to  a  rather  ribald  commentary  from those
aboard LC. Alas for our friend, it did not help and soon LC was amidships
and then a little further on. At this point, the Gods decided to smile upon
Tystie and a nice puff came through that put LC all the way back to Tystie's
transom. This happened three more times, LC would just be amidships of
Tystie and the Tystie would manage to get ahead again.
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The finish line was now getting closer (a power boat moored just inside Pukapuka Inlet) and it was looking
like LC was never going to succeed in passing Tystie. All the books say to cover the opposing boat but it
seemed to me, that this was a time to forget about covering and gybe away from Tystie. Which we promptly
did. Having done that, LC seemed to find a little more speed and as we approached the launch that marked
the finish, both boats were absolutely dead even but there was no doubt that LC was edging ahead. At the
finish line,  LC was now ahead and we (unknown at the time) had a photo to prove it!

Martin and Marcus allowed it was a dead heat... nice one guys, but the camera proves other wise!

Saturday dawned, a beautiful day and we were joined by Byrne and Lynde (the new owners of Fantail),
Roger Scott  who came in his  canoe,  David Thatcher who just  managed to roll  out of his bed and into
Footprints along with his wife and daughter (who was not feeling well but gamely came along anyway). The
one and only Annie Hill showed up in her horseless carriage having brought herself to take a break from her
labours (on Siblim the junk she is building) and we also had the good fortune to have a visit from Rob and
Marone who had very shortly just got back home from Germany.

It was a day of much socialisation on the various boats and it climaxed in an evening pot luck/BYO onboard
Mike's sumptuous Vitamin D, a better boat for a party would be hard to find. Every body was able to meet
Skatty, LC's guard cat (who is often mistaken for a young lion) and I had the extreme pleasure of introducing
Martin and Bryn to the joys of Greek retsina, an experience which has definitely made a permanent and
lasting impression upon them.
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